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ABSTRACT: 
In the present paper, we study the geometry of totally contact umbilical radical transversal lightlike submanifolds and 
totally contact umbilical CR -submanifold of an indefinite Sasaki-like almost contact manifold with B -metric. We 
investigate the necessary and sufficient condition for the characterization of the induced connection to be a metric 
connection. Finally, we have proved that for a totally contact umbilical CR -submanifold, totally contact umbilical radical 
transversal lightlike submanifold is a totally geodesic radical transversal lightlike submanifold.  
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1. INTRODUCTION    
Yano and Kon[12] introduced the geometry of contact CR  submanifolds of a Sasakian manifold (odd dimensional 
manifold). Further, Matsumoto[8] studied totally umbilical submanifolds of contact CR  submanifolds. Since contact 
geometry has its wider applications in the theory of differential equations, optics and phase spaces of a dynamical system, 
therefore it becomes an impotant topic of discussion. Ganchev et al. [7] initiated the study of odd dimensional manifolds 
known as an almost contact manifolds with B -metric which serves as a natural analogue of the geometry of the almost 
complex manifolds with Norden metric.  
The lightlike submanifolds were introduced and studied by Duggal and Bejancu[4]. Recently, Yildirim and Sahin[11] 
introduce the notion of radical transversal lightlike submanifolds of an indefinite Sasakian manifold and obtained many 
interesting results. Nakova[10], clubbed together the geometry of CR -submanifolds and lightlike submanifolds of almost 
complex manifold with Norden metric. This motivated us to club these geometries in odd dimensional case.  
The growing importance of lightlike submanifolds in mathematical physics, especially in relativity, motivated us to study 
radical transversal lightlike submanifolds extensively. Here, we introduce and study totally contact umbilical radical 
transversal lightlike submanifolds of Sasaki-like almost contact manifolds with B -metric.  
The paper is arranged as follows. In section 2, we recall some definitions for almost contact manifolds with B -metric and 
give basic information on the lightlike geometry required for this paper. Section 3 is devoted to the study of the geometry 
of totally contact umbilical radical transversal lightlike submanifolds and totally contact CR -submanifolds. In section 4, we 
give geometric conditions for the induced connection to become a metric connection and further proved that for a totally 
contact umbilical CR -submanifold, the totally contact umbilical radical transversal lightlike submanifold becomes totally 
geodesic submanifold.  
2. PRELIMINARIES  
2.1 Almost Contact Manifolds with B -metric  
Let ),,,( 12 nM  be an almost contact manifold with B -metric g , i.e. an almost contact structure ),,(   
consisting of a tensor field   of type (1,1)  a vector field   and a 1-form   on M  satisfying the following algebraic 
conditions :  
 0.=0,=1,=)(,)(=)(2  oXXX   (2.1.1) 
 An almost contact manifold ),,,( M  admits a semi-Riemannian metric g  such that[7]  
 1,=),()(),(=),(   YXYXgYXg  (2.1.2) 
 for arbitrary vector fields X  and Y  on M . 
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The associated metric g~  of g  on M  is defined by  
 ),()(),(=),(~ YXYXgYXg    (2.1.3) 
 for arbitrary vector fields X  and Y  on M  and g~  is also a B - metric on M . The manifold )~,,,,( gM   is also 
called an almost contact manifold with B -metric. Both the metrics g  and g~  are indefinite of signature )1,( nn .  
The following corollaries are valid for an almost contact manifold with B -metric :  
 ).,(=),(),,(=)( YXgYXgXgX   (2.1.4) 
 Let   and 
~
 denote the Levi-Civita connection for the metric g  and g~  respectively. The tensor field F  of type 
(0,3)  on M  is defined as  
 ),)((=),,( ZYgZYXF X  
and the following general properties holds[7] :  
),,,()(),,()(),,(=),,(=),,(=),,(  YXFZZXFYZYXFZYXFYZXFZYXF 
 (2.1.5) 
 for any )(,, MTZYX  . The relations of F  with   and   are given by :  
  XXXXX YXFYgY  =)(0,=)(),,,(=),(=)(  (2.1.6) 
  Let },{ ie , )21,2,.....,=( ni  be a basis of MTm  and )(
ijg  be the inverse matrix of ijg  then for )( MTX m , 
the following 1-forms are associated with F  :  
 ),,,(=)(),,,(=)(),,,(=)( * XFXXeeFgXXeeFgX i
ij
i
ij    (2.1.7) 
 Using above equation, we have  
 ).()(=)(0=)( 2* XXX    
 An almost contact structure ),,(   is said to be normal if and only if Nijenhuis tensor denoted by N  vanishes[3] and 
the manifold ),,,,( gM   is called  normal almost contact manifold. The Nijenhuis tensor N  of the almost contact 
structure is defined by  
 ,],[=  dN  (2.1.8) 
   dYXYXYXYXYXN ],[],[],[],[=),( 2 . 
 In [7] Ganchev et al. defined eleven basic classes )1,2,....11=(iFi  of almost contact manifolds with B -metric and 
gave a classification of almost contact manifolds with B -metric with respect to tensor F . The special class 0F  defined 
by the condition 0=),,( ZYXF  belongs to each of the basic classes. So, throughout this paper, we will consider the 
class 0F .  
Definition 2.1.[9] An almost contact manifold ),,,,( gM   with B - metric is known as  Sasaki-like if the 
structure tensors g,,,   satisfy the following equalities  
 0,=),,(=),,(=),,( ZFZYFZYXF   (2.1.9) 
  
 ).,(=),,( YXgYXF   (2.1.10) 
  Also, the covariant derivative   satisfy the following equality  
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  )()(2)(),(=)( YXXYYXgYX   (2.1.11) 
 In this paper, we call these manifolds as indefinite Sasaki-like almost contact manifold with B -metric.  
2.2 Lightlike Submanifolds Of Semi-Riemannian Manifolds  
In this section we recall some basic notations and fundamental equations for lightlike submanifolds of semi-Riemannain 
manifolds. An m -dimensional submanifold )~,( gM  immersed in a real )( nm -dimensional semi-Riemannian 
manifold )~,( gM  of constant index q  such that 1, nm , 11  nmq  and g~  be the induced metric of g~  on 
M . Then M  is called a lightlike submanifold of M  if g~  is degenerate metric on the tangent bundle TM  of M . For 
a degenerate metric g~  on M , TM  is a degenerate n -dimensional subspace of MTx . Thus both MTx  and 
MTx  are no longer complementary but degenerate orthogonal subspaces of MT . So, there exists a subspace called 
radical or null subspace, that is,  
 .=)(  MTMTMTRad xxx  
Further, if the mapping MRadTMxTMRad x:)( , defines a smooth distribution of rank 0>r  on M  then the 
submanifold M  is called an r -lightlike submanifold of M (for detail see [4]) and )(TMRad  is known as the radical 
distribution on M  and a semi-Riemannian complementary distribution )(TMS  of )(TMRad  in TM  is called Screen 
distribution, that is,  
 ),(= TMSRadTMTM   (2.2.1) 
 and )( TMS  is a complementary vector subbundle to RadTM  in TM . Let )(TMtr  and )(TMltr  be 
complementary (but not orthogonal) vector bundles to TM  in MMT |  and to RadTM  in 
 )(TMS  respectively. 
Then, we have  
 ).()(=)(  TMSTMltrTMtr  (2.2.2) 
  ).()())((=)(=|  TMSTMSTMltrRadTMTMtrTMMT M  (2.2.3) 
  )()(= TMSTMRadTM   
and )( TMS  is a complementary vector subbundle to )(TMRad  in TM . Let )(TMtr  and )(TMltr  be 
complementary (but not orthogonal) vector bundles to TM  in MMT |  and to )(TMRad  in 
 )(TMS  respectively. 
Then, we have  
 ).()(=)(  TMSTMltrTMtr  
 ).()())()((=)(=|  TMSTMSTMltrTMRadTMtrTMMT M  
 We have studied the following possible four cases with respect to the dimension m  and codimension n  of M and rank 
r  of RadTM  :   
    1.   r-lightlike, if ),(min<<0 nmr ;  
    2.   coisotropic, if mnr <=1 , {0}=)( TMS ;  
    3.   isotropic, if nmr <=<1 , {0}=)(TMS ;  
    4.   totally lightlike, if nmr ==<1 , )(={0}=)( TMSTMS .  
Let u  be a local coordinate neighborhood of M  and consider the local quasi-orthonormal fields of frames of M  along 
M , on u  as },...,,,...,,,...,,,...,{ 1111 mrrnrr XXNNWW  , where },,...,{ 1 r  },...,{ 1 rNN  are local lightlike 
bases of ),|( uRadTM  )|)(( uTMltr  and },...,{},,...,{ 11 mrnr XXWW   are local orthonormal bases of 
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)|)(( u
 TMS  and ),|)(( uTMS  respectively. For this quasi-orthonormal fields of frames, we have the following 
theorem :  
Theorem 2.1.([4])  Let ))(),(,,( TMSTMSgM  be an r -lightlike submanifold of a semi-Riemannian manifold 
),( gM . Then there exists a complementary vector bundle )(TMltr  of )(TMRad  in  )(TMS  and a basis of 
)|)(( UTMltr  consisting of smooth section }{ aN  of U|)(
TMS , where U  is a coordinate neighborhood of M , 
such that  
 },{1,2,..,,0,=),(,=),( rbaforanyNNgNg baabba   
where },...,{ 1 r  is a lightlike basis of ))(( TMRad .  
 Let   denote the Levi-Civita connection on M , then using the decomposition (2.2.3), the Gauss and 








  (2.2.4) 
 for any )(, TMYX   and ))(( TMtrU  , where },
~
{ XAY UX  and }),,({ UYXh X
  belong to )(TM  
and ))(( TMtr , respectively. Here 
~
 is a torsion-free linear connection on M , h  is a symmetric bilinear form on 
)(TM  which is called second fundamental form, UA  is a linear a operator on M  and known as shape operator. 
 According to (2.2.2), considering the projection morphisms L  and S  of )(TMtr  on )(TMltr  and 











XX   (2.2.5) 
 where we put  
 )),,((=),()),,((=),( YXhSYXhYXhLYXh sl  





   
 As 
lh  and sh  are ))(( TMltr -valued and ))((  TMS -valued respectively, therefore these are known as the 







XNX   (2.2.6) 
 where ))((),( TMltrNTMX   and ))((  TMSW . Using (2.2.5)-( 2.2.6), we obtain  
 ),,(~=)),(,(~)),,((~ YXAgWXDYgWYXhg W
ls   (2.2.7) 
  0,=),(~)),(,(~)),,((~  X
ll YgXhYgYXhg   (2.2.8) 
  ),),,((~=),(~ WNXDgNXAg sW  (2.2.9) 
  ),,(~=),(~ PYNgPYXAg XN   (2.2.10) 
 where P  is the projection morphism of TM  on )(TMS , for any )(, TMYX  , )(RadTM  and 
))((  TMSW . Using (2.2.1), we can induce some new geometric objects on the screen distribution )(TMS  on 






~ ****  
t
XXXX XAPYXhPYPY   (2.2.11) 
 for any )(, TMYX   and )(RadTM , where },
~
{ ** XAPYX   and }),,({
** tXYXh   belong to 
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))(( TMS  and )(RadTM , respectively. *  and t*  are linear connections on complementary distributions 
)(TMS  and RadTM , respectively. *h  and *A  are )(RadTM -valued and ))(( TMS -valued bilinear forms and 
*h  is called the second fundamental form of screen distribution )(TMS . Using (2.2.5) and (2.2.11), we obtain  
 ),,(~=)),,((~),(~=)),,((~ ** PYXAgNPYXhgandPYXAgPYXhg N
l
  
for any )(, TMYX  , )(RadTM  and ))(( TMltrN  .  
 It is well known that for non degenerate submanifolds, the induced connection 
~
 is a metric connection. But this 
is not true incase of lightlike submanifolds(degenerate submanifolds). Indeed, considering 
~




( YZXhgZYXhgZYg llX   
for any )(,, TMZYX  .  
3.1 Radical Transversal Lightlike Submanifold Of An Sasaki-Like Almost Contact 
Manifold With B -Metric  
In this section, we recall the definition of radical transversal lightlike submanifold of an Sasaki-like almost contact manifold 
with B -metric.  
Definition 3.1.1 Let ))(),(,~,( TMSTMSgM  be a lightlike submanifold of a Sasaki-like almost contact 
manifold with B -metric )~,,,( ggM  . Then M  is called radical transversal lightlike submanifold of M  if  
 ),(=)( TMltrRadTM  (3.1.1) 
  ).(=))(( TMSTMS  (3.1.2) 
  Let )~,( gM  be a radical transversal lightlike submanifold of a Sasaki-like almost contact manifold with B -metric 
)~,,,( ggM  . Let P  and S  be the projection morphisms on radical distribution and screen distribution, respectively. 
Then for any )(TMX  , we have  
 PXSXX =  (3.1.3) 
 where ))(( TMSSX   and )(RadTMPX  . Applying   to (3.1.3), we obtain  
 QXTXX =  (3.1.4) 
 where TX  and QX  are the tangential and transversal components of X , respectively.  
Similarly,  
 fUtUU =  (3.1.5) 
 for any ))(( TMtrU  , where tU  and fU  denote the sections of )(TM  and )(TMtr  respectively.  
Using the definition of Sasaki-like almost contact manifold with B -metric, the covariant derivatives of above tensor fields 
are defined as:  
  )()(2)(),(~),(=)
~






l   (3.1.7) 
  0.=),(),(),( YXhQYXDTYXh sss   (3.1.8) 
 
In [11], Sahin investigated the integrability conditions for the screen distribution and radical distribution for a radical 
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transversal lightlike submanifold of an indefinite Sasakian manifold. Here, we prove that the result also hold true for radical 
transversal lightlike submanifold of an indefinite Sasaki-like almost contact manifold with B -metric.  
Lemma 3.1.2  Let )~,( gM  be a radical lightlike submanifold of a Sasaki-like almost contact manifold with B -metric 
)~,,,,,( ggM  . Then we have   
    1.  the screen distribution )(TMS  is integrable if and only if  
 ),(=),( XYhYXh ll   
for any ))((, TMSYX    
    2.  the radical distribution )(TMRad  is integrable if and only if  
 XAYA QYQX =  
for any )(, RadTMYX  .  
3.2 Contact CR -submanifold Of An Sasaki-Like Almost Contact Manifold With B -
Metric  
Definition 3.2.1[13] A submanifold ),( gM  of a 1)(2 n -dimensional Sasaki-like almost contact manifold with 
B -metric M  with structure tensors ),,(   is called a contact CR -submanifold if there exists a differentiable 
distribution MTDxD xx :  and the complementary orthogonal distribution MTDxD xx 
 :  on M  
which satisfies the following conditions:   
    • D ,  
    • MTD xx   for each Mx ,  
    • 
  MTD xx    for each point Mx .  
 The complementary orthogonal distribution of 
D  in TM  is denoted by  . Then the tangent bundle MT  
of M  has the following decomposition (for detail study on contact CR -submanifolds, see [12])  
 .===    DDDDTMTMTMMT  
The usual definition of totally umbilical submanifolds does not work for submanifolds of indefinite Sasaki-like almost 
contact manifold with B -metric. Therefore, we need the following definition[13] :  
Definition 3.2.2 Let ),( gM  be a contact CR -submanifold of a Sasaki-like almost contact manifold 
),,,,( gM   with B -metric. Then M  is called a  totally contact umbilical manifold if the second fundamental form 
of M  is of this form  
 ),()(),()()]()(),([=),(  XhYYhXYXYXgYXh   (3.2.1) 
 for any vector fields )(, TMYX   and )(  TM . In particular, 0= , implies that ),( gM  is a  totally 
contact geodesic manifold. For contact CR -submanifold, we quote the following result[13]:  
Lemma 3.2.3  Let ),( gM  be a totally contact umbilical CR -submanifold of a Sasaki-like almost contact manifold 
),,,,( gM   with B -metric. Then ),( gM  is totally contact geodesic in M  if 2>)( Ddim .   
 
4. MAIN RESULTS  
The above definition also hold true for a lightlike submanifold )~,( gM . A lightlike submanifold of an indefinite Sasaki-like 
almost contact manifold with B -metric is said to be  totally umbilical if, for any (M) , YX ,  
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 ),()(),()()]()(),(
~[ =),(  XhYYhXYXYXgYXh lll
l   (4.1) 
      ),()(),()()]()(),(~[ =),(  XhYYhXYXYXgYXh
ss
s
s   (4.2) 
 where 
 )(   TMSs  and )(TMltrl  .  
Theorem 4.1  Let )~,( gM  be a totally contact umbilical radical transversal lightlike submanifold and ),( gM  be a 
totally contact umbilical CR -submanifold of a Sasaki-like almost contact manifold with B -metric )~,,,,,( ggM  . 
Then the holomorphic distribution D  of totally contact umbilical CR -submanifold ),( gM  is integrable if and only if the 
screen distribution )(TMS  of radical transversal lightlike submanifold )~,( gM  is integrable.  
  Proof. Let )(, DYX   and ))((  DN   then using (2.1.2), (2.1.3) and (2.2.4)  , we have  
 )],,([~=)],,([ NYXgNYXg   
 )),,(),((~= NXYhYXhg ll   
 where ))((, TMSYX   and ))(( TMltrN  . Further, using the definition of totally contact umbilical radical 
transversal lightlike submanifold, we have  
 0=),(~)),(~),(~(=)],,([ NgXYgYXgNYXg l   
 and hence the above result follows.              
Theorem 4.2 Let )~,( gM  be a totally contact umbilical radical transversal lightlike submanifold and ),( gM  be a 
totally contact umbilical CR -submanifold of a Sasaki-like almost contact manifold with B -metric )~,,,,,( ggM  . 
Then, 0=s .  
  Proof. For any ))((  TMSX  and using (2.1.11) and (3.1.6), we have  
 )),(),((=),(~ XXhXXhXXXg slX    
 )).,(),(( XXhXXhXQXT slXX    
 Comparing the screen transversal parts of above equation, we get  
 ),(=),( XXhXXh ss   (4.3) 
 further using the definition of totally contact umbilical radical transversal lightlike submanifold, we have  
 0.=),(~),(~ WgXXg s   (4.4) 
 then the non degeneracy of )(TMS  and )( TMS  implies that 0.=s               
Theorem 4.3  Let )~,( gM  be a totally contact umbilical radical transversal lightlike submanifold and ),( gM  be a 
totally contact umbilical CR -submanifold of a Sasaki-like almost contact manifold with B -metric )~,,,,,( ggM  . 
Then 0=l .  
  Proof. Let ),( gM  be a totally contact umbilical CR -submanifold and let )(X  then using the definition 
of Sasaki-like almost contact manifold with B -metric, we have  
 XXX XXX )(=    
 Taking the tangent components of above equation, we obtain  
 ),(),(=),(
21 XXhXXhXXAXXg XX     (4.5) 
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 for any )(DY    
 0.=)),,(( 1 YXXhXA X    
using (2.1.3), we have  
 0.=)),,((~ YXXhXAg lX    
from (2.2.7), we get  
 0.=)),,()),,((~ YXXhXYXhg ls    
using (4.1) 
 0.=),(~),(~ YgXXg l   
the above equation holds true if and only if 0=l .              
Theorem 4.4  Let )~,( gM  be a totally contact umbilical radical transversal lightlike submanifold and ),( gM  be a 
totally contact umbilical CR -submanifold of a Sasaki-like almost contact manifold with B -metric )~,,,,,( ggM  . 
then )~,( gM  is a totally contact geodesic radical transversal lightlike submanifold.   
  Proof. Using Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 4.3, the result holds true.              
Theorem 4.5  Let )~,( gM  be a totally contact umbilical radical transversal lightlike submanifold and ),( gM  be a 
totally contact umbilical CR -submanifold of a Sasaki-like almost contact manifold with B -metric )~,,,,,( ggM   
such that )(
~
TMX    then the induced connection 
~
 becomes a metric connection on )~,( gM .  
Proof. Using Theorem 4.3, we have 0=l . Since )(TMX    implies 0=),( Xh
l
 therefore using definition of 
totally contact umbilical submanifold, we obtain  
 0,=lh  (4.6) 
 then using Theorem 2.2 in 159],]4[[ page , the induced connection 
~
 becomes a metric connection on )~,( gM .              
Theorem 4.6  Let )~,( gM  be a totally contact umbilical radical transversal lightlike submanifold and ),( gM  be a 
totally contact umbilical CR -submanifold of a Sasaki-like almost contact manifold with B -metric )~,,,,,( ggM   
such that )(
~
TMX    then )
~,( gM  becomes a totally geodesic radical transversal lightlike submanifold.  
Proof. Using Theorem 4.2, we have 0=s . Since )(TMX    implies 0=),( Xh
s
 therefore using definition 
of totally contact umbilical submanifold, we obtain  
 0,=sh  (4.7) 
 Then using (4.6) and (4.7), the result follows.  
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